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Welcome to the new issue of
Pandory Magazine!!
Sorry for leaving you guys with boring magazines and the internet to read, I
thought I was nearly deaded but (*Spoiler alert) I survived as it was just a bad
case of sand in my mangina. One trip to the specialist and a giant sized hoover
and everything is right with the world once again. Well apart from Covid, the
Russia thing and Amber Heard shitting in beds, well... I guess the world is still
pretty much messed up. 

Seriously though, if one
thing my little health
scare has taught me it is
to concentrate on the
important things in life
and not things like litte
petty arguements and
vendettas, lifes to short. 



Helo 
is a cunt

THIS MESSAGE WAS BROUGHT TO YOU BY
THE HELO IS A CUNT OFFICIAL FANCLUB

I SEE BIG VENDETTAS ARE ALL YOU ARE

GOING TO CONCENTRATE ON NOW!! 



RIBBIT
You can probably name on one hand the memorable games starring a Frog as the
main character, there is, of course, the legendary Frogger, the pretty awesome advert
for Lucozade game Super Frog which many of us originally played on the Amiga
back in the '90s and then there is ..., well that's about it really. (Battletoads don't
count as toads aren't frogs!) sure we have had many clones of Frogger but as far as
games starring frogs go, the landscape is quite limited. 

Heck before I picked a number at random for a game to add in this spot I hadn't
even heard of or seen Ribbit before, which is pretty strange as this is one game I am
sure I would have remembered if only for its uniqueness. This was also released at a
time when I would frequent the arcades in Rhyl for weeks upon end to stay with
family, and also the occasional trip to Blackpool or a holiday somewhere so I was
frequenting arcades quite a lot in the early 90s.

The gameplay is really simple, you control a frog named Bull and have to hop around
and eat ants, grasshoppers, crabs, and other small insects whilst avoiding other
hazards (water as apparently frogs can't swim) and predators such as mice and
spiders. Completing a level as quickly as you can nets you a bonus score. Every few
levels you also have a 'Bonus Level' to play through where you jump near a flower or
mushroom to open them and release a butterfly or ladybird, get them all, and eat the
bugs net's you the perfect score. 

As far as fun goes, this is probably the third-best Frog game I have ever played out
of the three. that I can remember. That isn't to say it's all bad, it's just that it's not
amazing either. It's worth a look just to see what a strange and unexpected game it
truly is.

SEGA
ARCADE
1991



If you took Megaman, Guardian Heroes, and some additional other games and throw
them all in a bag and shook them up, condensed them, and then only released the
game in Japan then what would you have? If your answer was Panzer Bandit then
your answer would be 100% correct.  Now, what would you think if I told you I knew
you would pick that due to the title being at the top of this page!! Amazing or what...  

Yeah, so Panzer Bandit plays somewhat similar to a Megaman clone, (with the
switching planes from say Guardian Heroes) but to say it is just that is a bit unfair,
to say the least. The story revolves around some random thing that happens, yadda,
yadda, yadda, Japanese text I don't understand, pick a level from the 4 available, and
away you go to save the world, universe, or destroy all the evil dickheads buying and
stockpiling toilet roll during the covid days. (Ask your grandparents about it if
reading 50 years from now). 

BANPRESTO 
PLAYSTATION
(JAPAN)
1997



What happens next is your basic platform shooter-styled affair, destroy enemies,
make your way to the right and fight a boss. Pure unadulterated fun as it should be,
no pretending it's something not, no flashy gimmicks. Just straight-up action that is
easy to play and hard to put down. It really is a shame that we didn't see this game
make its way over to the West as this is one game that surely would have done well. 

The character designs are quite good-looking, and the levels play out well. The music
and sound effects fit the game perfectly and the control scheme works as you would
expect. Panzer Bandit is a solid well-put-together game that whilst may not amaze
and stand out still offers a really fun and enjoyable experience overall and can be
completed over the course of an evening or a lazy Sunday afternoon. 



SAMBER HEARD'S
TOP 5 TURDS

Asylum didn't get out of the

prototype stage for a reason, the

game just sucks ass. Anyone that

likes it surely has mental issues.
It has Poo in the title, it's the only

reason why it's here honestly. It's

actually a pretty good game and

doesn't belong on this list. 

ASYLUM

RAINBOWS,
TOILETS &
UNICORNS!

THESE GAMES WILL MAKE
DONNY JEPP WEEP

SAMBER HEARD IS A COMPLETELY REAL PERSON, AND ANY SIMILARITY TO ANYONE
LIVING OR DEAD IS BECAUSE I COPIED IT FROM REAL-LIFE EVENTS AND JUST ADDED

AN 'S' TO THE FRONT OF THEIR NAME. THEY DIDN'T PICK THESE GAMES THOUGH.

ASYLUM
UNCLE POO

LOGGER

GAME STINKS LIKE ASS

IF YOU ARE THE VICTIM OF VIOLENCE THEN SEEK HELP, DON'T SUFFER AND LET THE
BASTARD WIN. YOU ARE STRONGER THAN YOU THINK, THERE IS A WAY OUT, SEEK HELP.

Rainbows, Toilets and Unicorns! is

a Shump that will have you

shitting yourself as you try and

avoid a barrage of enemy bullets.

The title says it all, whilst the

game doesn't have anything to do

with pooping, it is indeed a

steaming pile of donkey plop.

I don't care if you like this game

Helo, it sucks! You suck, heck your

neighbours suck for just living

next door to you! I hate you with a

passion!!

YOU MAY LIKE IT TOO!

LIKE FROGGER BUT AN L

INSTEAD OF THE F & R
BECAUSE F*CK HELO



DON'T LOOK UNCOOL THIS SUMMER,
GET A MOOB SUPPORTER TODAY!

 

DON'T MISS THEDON'T MISS THE
SUMMER OF MOOBSSUMMER OF MOOBS    

M.S.D. THE ONLY SUPPORT A REAL MAN NEEDS 
 



We have all played Tetris, right? You arrange the shapes into a row and when you
complete a line they vanish, pretty simple. Addictive, fun and you can only play it for
so long before you need to play something else. Despite being a great game, Tetris
does get old fast, heck I can only bring myself to play it sporadically, even then I try
to avoid it. Not because I won't enjoy playing it, but because it will just suck me in
and I can sit there for hours playing it not achieving anything at all for the rest of
the day.

So when I saw Tetris Plus 2 on my Pandora Box (DX Special) I was a bit hesitant at
first to give it a try. However I am glad that I took the plunge, this game is part of
the Tetris family but is quite different at the same time. You play as either a
Professor or his Assistant as they search a tomb for treasure. Well I say play, the
characters walk left to right on the screen and you clear the blocks on screen using
the tetramones (shapes) to enable them to reach the bottom of the screen.

Sounds simple enough doesn't it, and to be honest it really is. You can choose your
own path, (think Bust-A-Move) to reach the treasure at the end of the game, with
each stage having varying difficulties. You also have different hazards as the game
progresses such as bubbles that trap your character, spike balls that end in a game
over, or electric balls that stun you.

TETRIS PLUS 2
ARCADE
JALECO
1997



To help you out though you do start the game with two bombs that will clear a few
blocks around your character. These can get you out of a scrape when you really
need it, and trust me on occasion you will need them to save yourself from the
impending grinding wheel that descends from the ceiling to make sure you don't take
your time.

Tetris Plus 2 offers a range of different modes to play through such as Solo, Vs, and
Endless. Whilst this won't offer purists the true Tetris experience that they may
expect, what Tetris Plus 2 does offer is a very good and solid puzzle experience that
is fun to play. You will fail a few levels, and you will breeze through others, but that's
the beauty of puzzle games, if it was all simple it wouldn't be worth playing. When it
comes to fun puzzle games Tetris Plus 2 is one that I am sure that you will enjoy, I
know I will be playing it again soon just to try some of the different paths and
endless mode. I think I will skip the Vs mode though, I don't fancy getting beat by my
cheating kids. :(

IF YOU LIKE THIS GAME
THEN WHY NOT TRY...
The Fantasia Series 

Starring all of your favourite characters like Robocop, The
Terminator, Michael Jackson, and more as your avatar as
you set out to rescue damsels in distress. 
Do you have what it takes to save the day?  



ON THE PISS

LIKE DRINKING? LIKE MAGICAL ADVENTURES?
THEN HOP ON BOARD ROB'S PISSED UP BUS TOURS!!

 

DRINK TO YOUR HEART'S CONTENT, THIS IS THE
ULTIMATE SHITFACED EXPERIENCE.  YOU DRINK HE

DRINKS, YOU END UP ABSOLUTELY ANYWHERE! 

80's Day I got pissed and
dressed as a woman - Rob

ROB'S PISSED
UP BUS TOURS

*THEMED DAYS ALSO AVAILABLE IF NOT LOCKED UP IN THE CELLS YET AGAIN!!

Mexican Day I got pissed and ate Taco's, I had
the shit's something rotten the next day - Rob

On Dogging Day I got pissed and got
put on the PETA hitlist! - Rob

If I'm not pissed then your trip is free!!

I'm pissed and I'm
driving a bus!! - Rob

NO POLICE 
OR GRASSES!!



Remember when you first saw Final Fight in the Arcades? I thought wow that was
amazing. It was a fantastic game with huge sprites, unique-looking characters, and
enemies and it was so much fun to play. You have Guy, Cody, and Haggar all characters
that really stand out due to their unique looks. 

Then Burning Fight came along, this can either be seen as a love letter to Capcom's
great game, or a piss poor cheap knock-off that really isn't that much fun to play with
cheap ass enemies, blatant character rip-offs, and really strange animation movement
for some characters to say the least. 

Unfortunately, when I first started playing the game I played the wrong version, instead
of playing the full version as planned, I went through the prototype version, and upon
finishing partway through the 2nd stage just ends.  I was playing this late at night and I
had enough of the game so that was a good thing at the time. Then the next day I
realised I had to start the other version and play through the whole thing all over again
and was instantly filled with dread. 

On the left is the start
of Final Fight with
barrels and Guy from
Diners, Drive-ins, and
Dives.

On the right is the start
of Burning Fight with
barrels and Ryu (don't
call me guy) from look
I wear trainers in this
game.



So just what is wrong with Burning Fight?
Well for me the game just lacks something.
it just doesn't feel fun to play, the
animations feel off and look bad. If the
main characters aren't supposed to be Guy,
Cody, and someone else so Capcom doesn't
sue then I would be surprised. If you put the
Heroes side by side they are just a copy
and paste job. (although the Cody character
has slightly different clothes) The enemies
also have some similarities as well such as
how the characters lean or crouch reminds
me of J and Two P from Final Fight. 

Copying characters and animations though
I can live with if the game was actually
good. The enemies are really cheap. Take
the character called Rufus (Who looks a lot
like a heavy set Rip Taylor) they hit you
then before you can get up they then leap
on you and then if you are really unlucky
hit you once again. This doesn't take off a
bit of your health, it takes off your full life
bar. No big deal I hear you say, you would
expect this from a boss. Yes, I agree, I would
expect this cheapness from a boss, but
Rufus is a standard enemy and one that
you will meet quite a few times over the
course of the game. At one point you have
four of them on screen at the same time, I
got in a loop of spawning hitting one, and
then getting hit straight away and dying. 

Since retiring from the UFC
Iceman Chuck Liddel started

putting on the pounds with his
Icecream diet.  



You also have the usual issue with this type of game where you pick up a weapon and
try to attack an enemy, only for your character to pick up another weapon off the floor
instead. You are then in a loop of switching weapons until the enemy attacks. Bonus
levels are located during the stages themselves, you press up and enter a shop and just
destroy things to grab coins or energy, These last about 5 seconds each and aren't even
really fun or add anything to the game. 

One enemy that I didn't expect to see is a copy of Hulk Hogan called Tom Anderson.
You get to see both his red and yellow and black and white personas in the game. I
think it was SNK thinking we can't put Andre the Giant in otherwise Capcom will click
on, let's just bang Hogan in instead. I did want to like this game, but I unfortunately just
couldn't. It's on my list of terrible games that are actually terrible in a bad way. I really
can't bring myself to play this game ever again, which is truly a shame. 

This version is much better than the full version for the simple reason that it ends a
lot sooner. It's just a shame that there isn't a 1 level version of the game as I would
have rather played that version instead. 

Just when you have him begging
for his life he goes super saiyan!



Are you an Arcade Elitist? 

Want to have the latest dumps and multi builds before anyone else? Be amazed by
our latest TIT-0 Type X7 Build on Youtube, be blown away by our screenshots and
feature lists, then pissed off when we tell you we aren't going to share anything with
scum like you!

We may have complained about others doing it in the past, but now we have the
power to do so as well we are going to sit on our thrones and laugh as you peons ask
for access to our images or help setting up. 

You are more than welcome to join our group so we can take the piss and not help
and giggle about it in private messages calling you a loser though. 

So what are you waiting for, join our group today!!

7

A r c a d e  E l i t i s t s
w e  a l s o  h a v e  d i s c o r d !

O r  d o n ' t  w e  d o n ' t  c a r e ,  w e  a r e  l i k e  t h e  e m o ' s  o f  t h e  i n t e r n e t !



STD

Half the size
Half the power
100% Zero Fun!

Yes that's right the ST Deluxe is now on sale and does everything that the Amiga
mini does and a lot less besides but even worse.

Want to be more unpopular than a hooker with crabs? then the STD is the machine
for you!

Get spat on in the street, disowned by family and looked down on by society. 

Relive the trauma from your youth where your parents brought home an Atari ST
instead of an Amiga making you the laughing stock at school. 

Look at your finished piss poor attempts in paint that look nothing like on the box. 

Cry once again as you still can't play half the games your mates at school played on
this crappy machine.

What are you waiting for, get yourself an STD today!

GET A
TODAY!

eluxe

DON'T BUY ANDON'T BUY ANDON'T BUY AN   
AMIGA MINI!AMIGA MINI!AMIGA MINI!

BUY THEBUY THEBUY THE   
ATARI STD!ATARI STD!ATARI STD!

ONLY £300 MAIL ORDER ONLYONLY £300 MAIL ORDER ONLYONLY £300 MAIL ORDER ONLY
AVAILABLE AT NEON ARCADEAVAILABLE AT NEON ARCADEAVAILABLE AT NEON ARCADE



When it comes to puzzle games there are 3 types, good, all right, and shite. Puzzli 2
Super fits into the all-right section. It is one of those games that is fun and
frustrating in equal measures, It's a match 3 type of game with the difference being
you have to match 3 types of fish, placing fish down from above. However, only the
fish at the surface will clear unless they are part of a combo or you manage to get
them with the same coloured hook that will appear from time to time. 

The gameplay is pretty simple, you move your character left and right, press one
button to drop your fish, or another to exchange it with your cat companion. In later
stages the fish will be in bubbles and eggs where you will need to match fish next to
them to free them, thus making them available to be matched. The level layout also
changes making the difficulty levels spike quite a bit. 

PUZZLI 2 SUPER

ARCADE

IGS
2001



Every few stages you will face a battle against a female CPU character who will beat
you quite easily. Stick with it though, she is beatable, it just depends on how lucky you
get with your fish drops. As soon as you clear your side of the fish she is defeated. I did
have one round where she beat me in about 4 moves which were rather frustrating as
you can imagine, which made beating her and telling her to suck it all the better even if
it did get me a funny look from my cat. 

Thinking about it now, I did enjoy playing
through the game, at times it was
frustrating and the character does
sometimes move slightly slower than I
liked in the battle matches. However
most of the continue screens I saw whilst
playing the game were mainly down to
my own doing and my poor placement of
the fish. Puzzlie 2 Super is worth a look,
you may like it, but if nothing else it's
worth a quick blast. Just expect to see the
continue screen from time to time whilst
you get to grips with a few of the levels. 

Matt your

dinners

ready!!

Best not be
bloody fish!



GIVE YOUR MOOBS THE SUPPORT THEY NEEDGIVE YOUR MOOBS THE SUPPORT THEY NEED
WITH THE NEW OFFICIAL PANDORY 'MOOBWITH THE NEW OFFICIAL PANDORY 'MOOB

SUPPORT DEVICE' AVAILABLE ONLY ATSUPPORT DEVICE' AVAILABLE ONLY AT  
  

THE SUMMER OFTHE SUMMER OF
MOOBS IS HEREMOOBS IS HERE  

M.S.D. THE ONLY SUPPORT A REAL MAN NEEDS 



When it comes to finding the most appropriate title for your game it has to be hard.
Zelda got it wrong, as it surely should have been called Link, Mario got it right as it
starred Mario. Batman should have been called a vigilante man dressed in a bat costume,
and yet somehow Blandia managed to hit the nail right on the head.

You see Blandia is the perfect title for this fantasy-styled one-on-one fighting game. I
try to give every game a fair hack, (pun intended) and this game just struggles to
entertain. You have a choice of different characters from your big beefy barbarian
McColl. (So not Conan?) and a whole host of other fighters with different weapons and
move sets. The problem is the game uses just 3 buttons and the moves are really limited.
Think Barbarian on the Zx Spectrum or C64 except this was made over 5 years later. 

Ironically this game is also a sequel to the game Gladiator (known in Japan as Ougon no
Shirowhich or as it should have been called Oh, god no sandwich!) was also released 5
years earlier as well in arcades. I am also not really a fan of that game either, it has its
fans, (Probably the same ones that like Asylum) but I will save that crap game for
another issue. 

KILLER??KILLER??



The game just really isn't that fun to play, you can walk through the first few fights with
ease. Then when you get to around round 6 or so the CPU decides to basically just cheat
and just destroy you as and when it sees fit to do so. 

Being an Arcade game that then means you have to then insert more money to continue
and before you know it you have put in a full 50p trying to complete the bloody thing.
As we all know, back in 1992 most arcade games only cost 10p a game and you were
lucky if you got a couple of pounds when you went to the arcade. So to spend a quarter
of it on something like this is pretty devastating. 

This game was released in the same year as Capcom's little fighting game known as
Street Fighter II, so if it was in the arcade when you walked in, you probably walked
straight past the machine ignoring it to play Capcom's legendary fighter instead of this
very dull and bland game. 



Graphically the game does look pretty good with large characters that do look quite
different from each other. Each one has a different style of weapon as well (big
sword, little sword counts). The stages didn't really stand out that much and are your
typical fantasy-style backgrounds as you would expect to see. 

The game could have quite easily worked with just 3 buttons, I realise that I may
have come across as a bit of an SNK 4 button or Capcom 6 Button snob. I just think
that it would have benefitted greatly from a few more attack variations. As once you
commit to an attack, that's it. You are either hitting the enemy (which even though it
looks like it does, actually doesn't at times) or are left wide open for the cheap CPU
to slice and dice in later rounds. This is especially noticeable with the slower
characters like McColl who just become a sponge for any pointy object. One thing
that I did like is that fighters lose their armor as you get hit, and that is really it. 

After each fight as well you have some weird-looking Greek god-type characters
looking into a pool as well, with one of them pulling a strange face that made no
sense. The whole thing just seemed a bit disturbing and I dreaded seeing it after
every fight. Now I no longer have to play the game I am glad that I never have to see
it again... well except for in my nightmares. 



NEON
Arcade ArSol os

PandoraGames
ROFL-WTFBBQ!

Glorious Jihadi
Death to the West
SoMario
Breakers Revenge (Lightspeed Edition)
and many more unplayable Nes games

Featuring all your favourite games like:

"These graphics are some next
level shit!" - Ray Charles

Neon Arcade making high quality shit since last week

"The sound is crystal clear" 
- My deaf auntie Doris

"I like the colour orange" 
- Kerry Neon

It's the
Bomb!!



Duke Nukem Forever had been 12 years in the making; I can't help but feel that those
12 years have been wasted after playing the game. You can normally tell if you are
going to like a game by the first 10-30 minutes of gameplay. Well after about 2 hours
or so I had made up my mind that the game sucked balls. (Not balls of steel, just
generic wrinkly old man balls).

The first encounter with the cyclops was a great starting point to the game, sadly
though after that I can't help but feel that the game started to go downhill fast. What
should have been a great game just ended up feeling a bit shitty, the graphics while
great in some parts looked crap in others. The whole feel of the game started to feel
a bit of a letdown, like the part where you control a remote control car to get an
energy coil. Sure it's a bit different but I just thought "wow this is shitty" it just felt
out of place.

Then shortly after, you get shrunk down and climb inside and drive another remote
control car. This is where boredom really set in for me and once I completed this
level and part of the next I had to reach for the off switch. Normally I would go back
to a game I get bored with and give it another try to just see if I didn't like it just
because of the mood I was in at the time. However, Duke Nukem will forever be
consigned to the shitty games I will never play again pile. Heck, I would rather play
through Haze again than this and that is saying something. 

DUKE NUKEM FOREVER
MORE LIKE BLOODY NO, NEVER!!

I ' m  i n  a  t o y  c a r ! !

B r u m ,  b r u m ! !

O i !  g e t  o u t

m i  c a r ! !



Spongeknob SquareCock's
ADVENTURES IN 

BIG NICKIE'S BOTTOM

ONLYONLY  
FINSFINS

Things are going to get a bit salty

She's a whale of a time!!
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HAPPY, HAPPY,

JOY, JOY!

From 1992 to 1994 no less than 7 different
Ren & Stimpy games were created and
appeared on either the Nintendo
Entertainment System, Sega Master
System, Super Nintendo, Mega-Drive,
Gameboy, and the Sega GameGear. 

It is astounding that a very strange yet
awesome cartoon series ended up getting
so many different games in such a short
period of time. The majority of these were
created by THQ as they saturated the
market as much as they could with various
games to milk the Ren & Stimpy cash cow.

So it should come as very little surprise
that with such a high turnover of games
there are quite a lot of lemons in the bunch.
Whoever greenlit the majority of these
games is surely a "Stupid Idiot!!" to quote
one Ren Hoeck. 



From 1992 to 1994 no less than 7 different Ren & Stimpy games were created and
appeared on either the Nintendo Entertainment System, Sega Master System, Super
Nintendo, Mega-Drive, Gameboy, and the Sega GameGear. 

It is astounding that a very strange yet awesome cartoon series ended up getting so
many different games in such a short period of time. The majority of these were created
by THQ as they saturated the market as much as they could with various games to milk
the Ren & Stimpy cash cow.

So it should come as very little surprise that with such a high turnover of games there
are quite a lot of lemons in the bunch. Whoever greenlit the majority of these games is
surely a "Stupid Idiot!!" to quote one Ren Hoeck. 

Whilst going through a couple of the games for this issue there was only one thing that
is clear and that is whilst I really enjoy 'Ren & Stimpy' and all the other characters
featured in the animated adventures, the same can not be said for these games. Sadly
they lack the soul of what makes Ren and Stimpy work. The games are seriously lacking
something and are just poor licensed shovelware that will annoy you with stupid jumps,
and crap controls and leave you feeling really disappointed. 

I really can't recommend any of them as each of them seem worse than the next. The
one where you play as Stimpy in the fire station at the start is just frustrating and no
matter what I did I ended up getting caught and failing. The one where I was Ren
dressed as a mouse was boring and not fun at all. This pattern went on with each game
that I tried, I kept looking for some redeeming feature, some hook, something to make
me want to keep playing the games, but the only thing that could do that was the
characters being Ren and Stimpy, and that sadly wasn't enough. 

If you like Ren and Simpy and wish to revisit memories of them from a bygone age when
they were shown on BBC2 in the UK in the evening then may I suggest watching the TV
show again. These games are unfortunately crap, I remember I either bought or rented
one back in the day and I didn't enjoy it then, it seems like times haven't changed and I
am a stupid idiot for thinking otherwise. I had hoped to do a full feature on all the
wonderful Ren and Stimpy games, instead, you just get this, 2 pages and I refuse to even
use a screenshot from a single game as a protest!! Long live Ren and Stimpy, the cartoon
that is.







Over the years we have seen many fighting games come and go, some have been great,
some average, some bad, and some... well some just shouldn't have been made. It's
strange though, as you would think when making a fighting game that it would be a
fairly simple process at least on paper. Various different-looking characters, the ability
to punch, kick, block, and throw, and a few special moves, and you are all set, right? 

Well, that seems to be where the problems start, moving from that simple idea to
getting it onto the screen and working doesn't always translate as we all know. What
can start as a great idea in someone's mind turns out to be something quite different.
Characters don't work as well as you would hope, players just don't like your game or it
just doesn't even get off the drawing board. 



What I find really puzzling is the title of the game. You see the word Kensei when
translated from Japanese actually means 'Sword Saint' and is a Japanese honorary
title given to a warrior of legendary skill in swordsmanship. So to use it as a name for
a fighting game where you control characters that beat the crap out of each other
using their fists is very odd indeed. 

Upon its original release, Kensei got a lot of negative reviews, this wasn't down to
anything that the game does wrong per se but actually down to the reviewers
themselves not understanding that this wasn't your typical button-bashing fighting
game. Sure you can win some fights this way, especially against another human
opponent, but you won't really get far against the CPU and will miss the subtle
structure hidden underneath that is begging to be discovered and loved. 

This is something we gamers do quite often with games and compare generic game A
against generic game B just because both are in the same genre not realising the
hidden depths underneath and dismissing them instantly as being quite shite.



You see Kensei is a more grown-up-styled fighter, instead of smacking the buttons
repeatedly over and over the game instead punishes this type of play and rewards a
more methodical approach. Missing attacks leaves you open for a slightly longer period
of time so it seems than in most games to a counterattack. Whilst this is a pain if you
get caught out when you take advantage of it, then it's pretty sweet especially if you
manage to launch into a combo that launches your opponent into the air and then
juggle them into another combo. 

This game unlike a lot of other fighters is more about timing than bashing buttons. It's
about waiting for the right moment and then seizing on the opportunity to attack and
make your opponent pay, More like Tobal than Tekken. 



The game features a roster of 9 playable characters at the start which is boosted by an
additional 14 more by clearing the game. Some of the characters whilst having similar
move sets boast different attack ranges. This yet again makes for another interesting
dynamic as some fighters will need to get in closer than others to be effective whilst
others have a slight reach advantage over their opponent. 

The game features all the modes you would expect to see in a fighting game on the
Playstation, Arcade, Time Attack, Survival, and Training modes. There is however an
added bonus mode that is only available once you have unlocked all of the characters,
and it really isn't something that you would expect to see. 

YES, THAT IS INDEED A 
PARROT!! 



That mode is 'Racing mode' In this mode you run around a track from a choice of 8
different ones as quickly as you can by mashing the buttons and steering. (is that the
correct term for a person?) your character left or right along the track. It's pretty
mental and quite unexpected to see in a fighting game.

The graphics have held up pretty well considering this is a Playstation one game, the
soundtrack is pretty thumping and I quite enjoyed it if I am honest fits the game
perfectly. The characters are all different enough and have different backstories and
martial arts to call upon, although there is some cross-over as you would expect. I
thought I would dislike Kensei, but apart from the dumb choice for the name, I quite
enjoyed the game. If you give it a try I am sure that you may like it too. Just
remember, this isn't Tekken.



ARE OUR ENERGY DRINKS NOT GIVING YOU THAT

SHOT OF ENERGY YOU NEED ANY MORE?

 

 

THEN YOU NEED OUR ALL NEW 

 

C O C A I N E  

AVAILABLE AT: WALMART, TESCO, ALDI, AND MANY OTHER STORES! 

(WELL AROUND THE BACK IN THE CAR PARK TO BE EXACT) JUST ASK FOR JONNY HONDA

PANDORY
MA G A Z I N E

LIMITED EDITION BAGS



#IveBeenThere

TIMOTHY 
F A I R N E S S

It's n
ot Maam, 

it's Si
r!

  ENTERTAINMENT NEWSENTERTAINMENT NEWS
  GAME REVIEWSGAME REVIEWS

MOUSTACHE TRIMMINGMOUSTACHE TRIMMING

Suffering from depression, drugs, and alcohol addiction,
confused about your own sexual being, preferences or
orientation, pregnant and/or need help or anything else.
Help is only a google search away. 

Don't suffer alone. People are there, and people do care.
The world is big enough for everyone, don't be an asshole.
Treat everyone with some respect.

MENTAL HEALTH AWARENESS MONTH



Ah, the '80s, what a time to be alive. We had Dungeon and Dragons on TV, Conan in
the cinema and Hero Quest to play at home. Each one is set in a Fantasy setting and
has (well apart from Dungeons and Dragons) a large muscle-bound barbarian as its
main character. In the arcades, Sega decided to create something slightly different in
their 2.5d  side-scrolling beat 'em up 'Golden Axe'.

Golden Axe is considered to be one of the finest beat 'em ups of all time featuring on
many people's lists and ranked up there with other greats like Streets of Rage,
Double Dragon and many others. 

However, I have to disagree for me gold axe golden axe is really just an average
game at best. Sure has some nice features but it really is lacking and there are many
better games that I would prefer to play instead of this tired ass old crap. It puzzles
me how this is so beloved by so many people over games like Nightstalkers, Aliens
versus Predator, Cadillacs and Dinosaurs, Captain Commando and many other games
that while popular with some people don't seem to get the same recognition. 

IS GOLDEN AXE THE
GREATEST SIDE SCROLLER
OF ALL TIME?



GILIUS THUNDERHEAD

POWERS: CAN REACH
THINGS LOW DOWN WITH
EASE. HIDING IN SMALL
SPACES.

HOBBIES: SHOUTING OH
NO HE ISN'T!

THE HEROES

THE HEROESAX BATTLER 

POWERS: SCARY FACE AND
ABILITY TO GO ON THE
2ND WHISTLE

HOBBIES: HOWLING AND
PULLING FACES

TYRIS FLARE

POWERS: DECEPTION AND
WITCHCRAFT. ALSO
MAGICAL MAKE-UP
POWERS.

HOBBIES: SHITTING IN
PEOPLES BEDS



BAD BROTHERS

POWERS: WRASSLING
MOVES AND STUFF

HOBBIES: STEALING
HHH'S SLEDGE
HAMMERS

THE ENEMIES

THE ENEMIESSKELETONS

POWERS: LAYING STILL
AND NOT BLOODY MOVING

HOBBIES: NOTHING, THEY
ARE DEAD.

DEATH ADDER

POWERS: HAVING A
CUNNING PLAN,
RESPAWNING.

HOBBIES: BLAMING HIS
SERVANTS



Just how did Golden Axe become this big juggernaut that everyone seems to love.
Don't get me wrong, I will play it, but I would rather play something else given the
chance. It just seemed to snowball and fooled everyone into thinking it was a much
better game than it is. Just like Altered Beast, another game people seem to say that
they really like which is really piss poor. 

These aren't the only two games like this, there are many games that seem to have
people hypnotized into believing that they are either great or actually crap. Hop on
Metacritic or any other review site and you will see that games get upvoted or review
bombed on a regular basis. The same also happened in the playground, oh have you
played this game it's great! You played it, you didn't really like it but didn't want to
be the odd one out so said yeah it's cool. Years go by and people now believe their
own lies! That is until they play the game again and see that the game they didn't
think was amazing still isn't the best game ever made. 

Games are great, lying isn't! Golden Axe is definitely average at best, Altered Beast
sucks balls and Anthem actually was enjoyable to play and not as bad as they made
it out to be. Yeah, I said it. I enjoyed Anthem!

IS GOLDEN AXE THE
GREATEST SIDE SCROLLER
OF ALL TIME?

PUT YOUR HAND UP IF YOU THINK GOLDEN AXE SUCKS ASS!!
Have you seen Chickenleg by

any chance dwarf? he's missing!



JOIN THE GOLDEN AXE
WARRIOR ON HIS

NEXT ADVENTURE!
Defeat  Evi l  once  and for  a l l

with  your  Golden Axe !
Tota l ly  or ig inal  game and not  a  c lone  o f  anything  made  by  Nintendo .

DO YOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKES TO
BEAT GAND... ER DEATH ADDER?

Sword!



THE PUZZLING GAME FROM CAVE
MUSHIHIMETAMA

Cave are well known for making one type of game and one type of game only and
that is Shump's, the amount of these that they have made over the last few decades
that are held in such high regard is pretty amazing. From top-down shooters like the
DoDonPachi series to side view ones like Death Smiles and many others Cave has
certainly done it all. Surprisingly what else they have created that doesn't seem to get
a mention at all by anyone is puzzle games. From bullet hell to ball hell, I suppose it
goes hand in hand really and is a logical step if you think about it, just a bit less
frantic. 

Surprisingly they have made a couple of puzzle games over the years and even
collaborated on a snowboarding game called Steep Slope Sliders with Victor
Interactive Software for the arcades and Sega Saturn. (Vic Interactive were bought in
2007 and is now part of Marvelous Inc which is responsible for games like the Senran
Kagura series, God Eater 3, Fate/Extella and much more). This is actually the third
puzzle game that Cave has released with the first one being Othello Derby. 

ARCADE

2005



The second puzzle game by Cave (which I think I have covered in a previous issue,
although I may possibly be wrong) is called Puzzle Uo Poko, and is a fairly enjoyable
affair despite these games looking completely different from each other is actually a
prequel to Mushihimetama. (Incidentally, they have Puzzle Uo Poko at Arcade Club in
Bury in the UK if you wish to play it in the wild). 

Mushihimetama (trying to say that when you are pissed! it's bad enough typing it
when you are sober) sees you trying to free insects who have been trapped by
matching balls to help them get free. Unlike say Puzzle Bobble (Bust A Move) you
don't fire coloured balls from the bottom of the screen by aiming them. Instead, you
launch them from the side. Holding down the joystick for a set amount of time will
make the ball land in a certain area. So tap it for a second and it will drop on the left
wall, hold for a second or so and it moves more to the right, and so on. The controls
are really simple, it's a great pick up and play game. 

THE PUZZLING GAME FROM CAVE
MUSHIHIMETAMAARCADE

2005



As you would expect as you get further along the levels get harder, with some stages
needing you to match balls near others to be able to make them available to clear, other
bricks get in the way that you need to destroy and so on. The floor also rises so you are
racing against time as you play. All are beatable though it may take you a few credits
here and there when the game decides to be a pain in the backside.

One thing I didn't expect to see was the bosses to fight against, which was quite an
interesting dynamic, to say the least. When you reach the end of an area you fight a
boss whom you will have to launch balls at and hit in a certain spot to defeat them.
Some of them you will have no issues with at all. One I had to fight against a couple of
times was the grasshopper boss as his minions kept stopping me from hitting him at
first. The Final boss I also had to replay, as I failed on my first try as he just rushed the
to the top and I wasn't expecting that to happen. 

Overall, I quite enjoyed playing through Mushihmetama and I think it's a vast
improvement over its prequel. The music and sound effects fit the game well. The
gameplay is simple and works, the bosses were a nice inclusion, the graphics are pretty
nice and the overall gameplay and challenge is just about right for all gamers I would
say. Since this isn't the type of game that Cave is known for, they have done a quite
good job making an enjoyable puzzle game. 

THE PUZZLING GAME FROM CAVE
MUSHIHIMETAMA ARCADE

2005



MY TOP 10 GAMES

Phoenix - Atari 2600 - 1982

I can never decide on a top ten, so here are 10 of my most memorable games growing up. 

We had other possibly better games for the Atari but Phoenix was the one I remember playing
obsessively from about the age of 4. 

THAT I CAN REMEMBER

Disfunktional Dan is a member of the Pandory place group, who for the last few
issues has been writing stuff for Pandory Magazine, we asked him for a top 10 for
this issue. 

So without further ado here is his list...

ACTUALLY, HE SENT US A TOP 10 LIST WITH A NOTE SAYING IT ISN'T HIS TOP 10 BUT IS

JUST SOME RANDOM GAMES HE REMEMBERS, WHICH IS JUST BLOODY STRANGE!!

 

NEXT ISSUE DON'T FORGET TO JOIN US FOR A LIST OF THINGS DAN REMEMBERS

SEEING ON TV OR HAD FOR HIS DINNER BACK IN 1992!! 

HIS NAME IS DYSENTERY DAN!

YOU DIDN'T EVEN GIVE THESE NUMBERS? 

CLEARLY YOU ONLY OWNED 2 GAMES THEN AND THE OTHER WAS A BAG OF SHITE!!

YOU PICKED THIS CRAP OVER JACK THE NIPPER?? IT'S A BLOODY BOILED EGG!! 

I LOATHE THIS GAME!!

Fantasy World Dizzy - ZX Spectrum - 1989
There were so many great games on the Spectrum, but Dizzy always comes to mind first and
Fantasy World was the best one in my view. 

Hopper - Acorn Electron - 1984
It's just a clone of Frogger, but it was a good one and one of the better games I had for the
Electron. 

I REMEMBER THIS GAME, AS ACE PHOENIX, YOU MUST JOURNEY

DEEP INTO THE HEART OF THE JUNGLE TO FIND THE HIDDEN

TREASURE OF KING HUMPEMSORE WHILST TACKLING A WHOLE

HOST OF DIFFERENT HAZARDS AND ANIMALS. THEY LATER MADE

THIS INTO A CARTOON SERIES EXCEPT THEY CHANGED THE SEX OF

THE CHARACTER AND THE STORY SLIGHTLY,  

SO NOW YOU KNOW THE TRUE ORIGIN TALE OF DORA!

WHILST SEARCHING FOR INFORMATION ABOUT

HOPPER I WAS SHOCKED TO SEE THAT IT ALSO

HAD A SEQUEL ALSO ON THE ACORN ELECTRON!! 

 



Final Fantasy Adventure - Gameboy - 1991

Premiere - Amiga - 1992

Rocket Knight Adventures - Sega Megadrive - 1993

I remember renting this from my local video shop so much I ended up buying it. My introduction into
both RPGs and Final Fantasy games. 

Like the Spectrum the Amiga has so many games to choose from, and while there are obvious
choices like Sensible Soccer or The Chaos Engine, I always remember Premiere which was bloody
tough but looked great and had solid gameplay. 

One of my favourite ever platform games, everything about it is solid. 

 

FINAL FANTASY CXVII

The very last
final fantasy
game ever!
Well until the next one!

Premiere Inn

THIS GAME SUCKS BALLS, GREENSCREEN?? NAH YOUR OKAY, 

EVEN THE ATARI 2600 DID COLOUR!! 

THIS GAME HAS A LOT IN COMMON LIKE A PREMIERE INN, CHEAP, TACKY AND

LEAVES YOU FEELING DIRTY THE NEXT DAY!! (ALTHOUGH THAT COULD BE

SANDRA THE HOOKERS FAULT, WHOM I PICKED UP OUTSIDE WHILST THERE

THAT MADE ME FEEL LIKE THAT, DID I TELL YOU SHE ALSO GAVE ME AN STD?? 

NO ROCKETS, IT'S PLAYED DURING THE DAY TIME AND NO ADVENTURES WERE HAD. GAME TITLE JUST LIES TO OUR FACES!! 

JACK THOMPSON COMEBACK WE HAVE A CASE OF FRAUD FOR YOU TO INVESTIGATE HERE!!

IF YOU WANT A DECENT PLATFORM GAME TO PLAY

YOU SHOULD GIVE SPARKSTER A TRY!

 

At least we are cheap



Now only
£500   

Super Punch Out! - SNES - 1994
The original Punch Out! was awesome but this just took it to the next level.

YOU DO KNOW THAT SF2 ARCADE MACHINES COST MORE THAN £80
DON'T YOU?

 

EVEN THE CRAPPY CARDBOARD ARCADE 2UP MACHINES ARE MORE
EXPENSIVE THAN THAT!!

Super Street Fighter 2 Turbo - Arcade - 1994
OK, I never owned an SF2 arcade machine, but I definitely spent enough in them to buy a few! This is
probably the version I remember playing the most in my local arcade. (shout to the long-gone Silver
Dollar Arcade in Romford, Essex)

 

The video game of the movie based on the comic of the
animated series of the cereal based on the game. 

OF COURSE, IT TOOK IT TO THE NEXT LEVEL, IT ADDED SUPER TO THE TITLE DUMBASS!!

Super
SUPERMAN 

64

ADDING SUPER TO THE TITLE MAKES ANY GAME BETTER!!



King of Fighters '95 - Neo Geo - 1995

Castlevania: Symphony Of The Night - PS1 - 1997

Again, never owned a Neo Geo but they had loads at the arcade and when KoF came out we were
all hooked! 

Having not previously been a fan of Castlevania games, this one caught me by surprise and grew to
become one of my all time favourites. 

 

NO WE WEREN'T AS WE WERE ALL AT HOME PLAYING ON OUR PLAYSTATIONS YOU LIAR!!

THIS GAME IS WELL OVER-RATED, SO GLAD WE DON'T HAVE TO PUT UP WITH SOMELAME ASS REVIEW OF IT SAYING IT'S THE BEST GAME EVER!! PASS ME THE SICK BAG!!

THERE IS ONLY ONE KING OF FIGHTERS!!



CHECK OUT 

MICHAEL JACKSON'S

CARDIHEHE

 OW CHECKDOMONY!

The Amazing Adventures of 

Mr Matt

'This advertisement was bought and paid for by the Mr Matt foundation, as far as Pandory Magazine is aware both <Matt>
and <Shanti> are made up characters and any resemblance to anyone living or dead or on discord is purely coincidental.'

 

not sov



This might offend someone but best to be honest, I was never a big

fan of the original Castlevania games on the NES or their 16-bit

sequels and even though I appreciate them more these days, I can

still take them or leave them. Symphony Of The Night (or SotN)

though is a stand out title, which in my opinion is not only the

best Castlevania game but also one of the best games ever.

WHAT ABOUT THE AMAZING N64 GAMES

THOUGH?

MORE LIKE LAMIA

ACTUAL CASTLE-DA-MANIA 4 SCREENSHOT!! 

Full disclosure, when SotN came out for the PlayStation in 1997, 

I like many other people was fully hooked on Final Fantasy VII,

Resident Evil, Tomb Raider and a massive catalogue of amazing

games. In fact it wouldn't be until 15 years later when it was 

re-released on PS3 via the PSN that I would eventually play it. 

WHAT AMAZING N64 GAMES?

THERE IS ONLY ONE 

EDITOR DYSINTRY!



SotN is generally regarded (alongside Super Metroid) as a defining

"Metroidvania" game. Metroidvania being a platformer sub-genre

where the emphasis is on non-linear exploration of a large map,

unlocking new tools or abilities which enable you to access new

areas and find secrets, etc. 

SotN has been “ported” (emulated) multiple times now and can be

found easily across modern systems, though the PlayStation

original is arguably the best way to enjoy it. The graphics 

and animation still look great today and the soundtrack is

outstanding, really one to check out if you have never played 

it and also one worth revisiting if you have! 

The short version of the story is as Dracula’s son Alucard, you're

on a quest to destroy his Dad’s castle. With well over 150

monsters in the game to battle, not to mention some crazy bosses,

this is not a simple task. There is also the nice surprise when

you think you have completed the game you then have an upside 

down version of the castle to deal with! 

Alucard must defeat
the evil wizard Shaft

before the final
showdown with 
Count Dracula!

id



PANDORYPANDORYPANDORY

Dear Gamesmaster,
I  am wondering where is  the best p lace to
pick up a lady of the n ight? I  d id post th is
on Facebook but a lot of my internet
fr iends took the piss out of me for doing
so.  Thanks,
 
D o n n y  J e p p  (a lso can you p lease cover my
name up so people don't know it 's  me)

Wel l ,  Donny,  th is is  a strange request,  to
say the least.  You should just ignore the
people who took the piss .  They don't know
the pain and suffer ing you go through on a
dai ly basis look ing l ike something my cat
has shat out .  Anyway,  the best p lace you
can probably f ind a hooker is  outside the
pol ice station when they get re leased in
the morning.  As they have been locked up
al l  n ight you may even be able to get a
discount as they won't have earned
anything that n ight .  Oh and we covered
your name so no problem. 

Lots of love,  G a m e s  M a s t e r

NICELY COVERED

Dear Games Master,
When I  was younger I  touched my
fr iend's penis and wanted to know if
th is made me gay.  I  d id th is before I
knew what a homosexual  was,
rather than ask about it  d iscreetly I
posted about it  again on Facebook
for the world to see.  Can you p lease
hide my name again ,  thank you.

D o n n y  J e p p  

Wel l ,  Donny,  you real ly  need to stop
posting th is stuff on Facebook.  You
should know that your internet
fr iends wi l l  poke fun.  Especia l ly  if  you
post th is in  a Pandora group! !  It
doesn't real ly  matter if  you are gay,
straight,  or whatever,  as long as you
are happy that 's a l l  that matters.
Just don't te l l  the wor ld everything,
some things do need f i lters .  

Lots of love,  G a m e s  M a s t e r

Dear Games Master,
Should I  upgrade my Amiga 500 Min i 's
f irmware out of the box or leave it
a lone? A lso,  wi l l  it  f it  in  my pr ison
pocket so I  can h ide it  from the
screws?

J o n n y  H o n d a

Wel l ,  Jonny,  I  have had a word with
Chickenman from Team Pandory and
he said . . .  C luck,  c luck,  c luck,  c luck,
c luck,  c luck,  c luck .  Which according to
Babelf ish means ' D O  N O T  U P D A T E  I T !
Y O U  W I L L  L O S E  T H E  A B I L I T Y  T O  H A C K
I T  I F  Y O U  D O ! ! ' .  As for f itt ing it  in  your
pr ison pocket,  after Leeroy,  I  am
sure you can get a bus up there.  

Lots of love,  G a m e s  M a s t e r

AMIGA UPGRADE?

Dear Games Master,
I  seem to be stuck and I  am wondering if
you can help me.  In  'The Amazing
Adventures of Mr Matt '  on the Super
Genesis 54 '  you know the text adventure
game. I  journeyed to the Is land of
pr isoners and I  am not sure if  I  need to
greet the Aussie tro l l  with "Hel lo you cunt! "
or "Helo you cunt! "  can you p lease help .

D y s e n t r y  D a n  ( A g e d  4 )

Wel l ,  Dan,  you have come to the r ight
place.  As we al l  know al l  of the Aussie
trol ls  are cal led Helo ,  so both are
acceptable .  However,  I  would select the
" H e l o  i s  a  C u n t ! "  opt ion just to make sure
that you get the message across that he
is a cunt.  Remember,  if  you ever see an
Aussie in the wi ld ,  save your precious
rocks no matter how tempting it  is  to
launch one at them. 

Lots of love,  G a m e s  M a s t e r

The 100%  Unofficial Pandora Magazine

Letters PageLetters PageLetters Page

HELO OR HELLO?

HOOKER ME UP!!

I  KNOW I SAID I  WANTED THE

LETTERS PAGE TO RETURN

BUT I DIDN'T MEAN JUST COPY

THE TEMPLATE FROM ISSUE #1

FFS!! .  

IS THIS A REAL

SUBMISSION??

DONNY ASKS!!

100% REAL POST

AS WAS THIS ONE AS WELL. 



FleaSixty
So here it is our first interview with Emuchicken and Dajoho since the launch of
pandory tool version 1.11

Emuchicken
.........

FleaSixty 
So this new version was a whole new build from the ground up, what made you want
to start all over again from scratch?

Emuchicken
Dajoho made us

FleaSixty 
So it was all Daj's fault?

Dajoho
Yes

FleaSixty 
Was it a case of you guys having gone as far as you could with what you had
created and the only way to improve upon what you had built was to start fresh, or
was it a case of this will work better if we do this and so on..?

Emuchicken
Yes, well... We started with PandoryDX, and while I personally didn't have a problem,
Dajoho saw that it was becoming way too messy for an average user to comprehend.
It needed to be tidied up to have less jargon- so anyone could flip a few settings and
get the results they want to see.

Dajoho 
we didn’t exactly. We originally wrote it in “bash script”, which is nice to try things
out but can quickly become very complex. We noticed, depending on configuration
(cga, vga, hdmi etc), that users needed different configuration settings in the
retroarch file so we decided to migrate to c++ to be more flexible. It also lets us use
things like pandory.xml which would have been awful in bash script to maintain.

NAME�STEALERS,

THE INTERVIEW YOU
DIDN'T WANT!!



FleaSixty
what's one of the best things you like about the original version of pandory tool?
Aspect ratio?

Emuchicken
the background music on the dx. That was fun to do. I also liked easily adding
hundreds of games automatically. That was ace!

Dajoho
The sexy developer from Germany.

Emuchicken
your best thing about the original pandory tool was a sexy developer from Germany?
Actually, yeah- I enjoyed finally being on a team that's on the same page... That sexy
developer.

Dajoho
yes. It’s the same with the current pandorytool too

FleaSixty
So Pandory Tool works on quite a few different boxes now, how annoying was it
when one of the boxes was revised so it could no longer support it?

Emuchicken 
I think it sucks.. This shows that the manufacturers care more about profits and their
intellectual property rather than the end-user experience.

They'd constantly remove features that we can use... And then on the very rare
occasion, they'd add something interesting.

FleaSixty 
Insert link to supplier video by someone that sounds like Kerry Neon that doesn't sell
a board that they do sell, that they don't sell, that they may sell if it's raining, or if it's
windy or the day ends in Y but other than that they don't sell it honestly.

The picture on the left is of
Dajoho taken just 3 weeks prior
to starting work on the new
Amiga Pandory firmware the
below picture was taken just
last week. He is on the right.



FleaSixty
This new release of Pandory Tool adds so much more, new emulators for machines
we never thought we would see on the Pandora and more. What's been your
favourite new addition?

Emuchicken 
The ability to use different button layouts. NeoGeo layout is a game-changer for me...
But I think the addition of having the ability to play Amiga games on a DX / Arcade
cab is my favourite.

Dajoho
Oh yeah. Amiga was fun

FleaSixty
Speedball 2 or Supercars 2?

Emuchicken
Speedball 2 for short blasts (even tho league is hella cool), Supercars 2 for a longer
session

Dajoho
Never played them

FleaSixty
You must have never owned an Amiga then 

Emuchicken
... Can't you even name ONE Amiga game that you played and had fond memories
of? 

FleaSixty 
Links to LSD's - Jesus On E's - Amiga Demo (50 FPS)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8D2JEkcdLNw

Emuchicken
There was a "Jesus On Cheese", too. These demos are legendary!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v9ygiggex3c

Dajoho
I don't think I've ever played an Amiga game

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8D2JEkcdLNw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v9ygiggex3c


FleaSixty
Cannon fodder, Sensible Soccer, Shadow of the Beast, Lemmings?

Oh god, won't someone please think of the children!!

This could destroy the Internet if people find out that you, a person who grew up
around the time of the Amiga never actually played on an Amiga!!

FleaSixty
Please tell me, you are not one of those...... You know, you are going to make me say
it aren't you..... 

An Atari ST player!! I feel dirty now. 

Emuchicken
Do Atari ST players actually exist? I thought ST owners only spoke about MIDI
and raytracing.

FleaSixty
Growing up one of my neighbours had one, when he moved in and I found out he
liked gaming I thought cool we could be friends. Then I found out he had an ST,
needless to say word got around and we got our pitchforks and torches and
removed him and threw him off a cliff.

We never did see him again, I wonder what he is up to now. 

Emuchicken
Life goes on ... Perhaps not for him? 

FleaSixty
I would feel sad, but he did own an ST after all...

Bye, Bye! ST Scum!!



FleaSixty 
Would you be willing to let a company use Pandory Tool on there units at stock?
Have you ever been approached about doing so or vice versa

Dajoho
We do. Paul from https://electroarcade.com.au/ (great guy) supplies his machines
with pandory.

Emuchicken
I thought the question was regarding Pandory Stocks for a moment there

FleaSixty
Would you license it to say 3A or someone else if they asked?

Dajoho
Only if they let me go on a date with Coco Tan.

Emuchicken
... Hot!

Dajoho
She would have to bring a spoon, a hot-tub full of beans, and her twin sister though
as part of the arrangement 

Emuchicken
Isn't Coco Tan the girl from BLEE? ... Those that sell the Pandora E-Sports?

FleaSixty
You may get sent the wish version

 

Should have boughtShould have bought
Viagra as wellViagra as well



FleaSixty 
I have seen some of the behind the scenes messages when things weren't going to
plan. Do you guys leave things and come back to them or just keep going and
powering through?

Dajoho
We fly abandon everything that isn’t fun. This means some ideas get left to fester
for a while until we can implement them in a nice way

FleaSixty
Is there anything you wish you could have added that the board wouldn't let you due
to it's limitations?

Dajoho 
Shortcut keys on the DX. It’s possible but requires a lot of work.

Emuchicken
Dreamcast ... PSP ..... RetroArch ... (TBC?)

FleaSixty
You guys felt let down by the Ex from 3a, you said it was more powerful but the
software side sucked. Is this something you may look at in the future?

Dajoho
No, we already know it sucks

Emuchicken
I love that case... That's it.. Can you please stop bringing up my EX

Dajoho
I have also used mine as a doorstop on at least two occasions

ACTUAL PICTURE OF
DAJOHO'S EX WHEN HE USED
TO USE HER AS A DOORSTOP.



FleaSixty
Currently you are both working away on the recently released Amiga Mini and seem
to be making loads of progress already. (see the YouTube vids) Will you be looking
at the amiga emulation on the Pandora box that you implemented at a future date
again?

FleaSixty
Can you answer the question I highlighted with the red box as we missed it? 

Emuchicken
"Time will tell.  Sooner or later, time will tell" ... Einstein said that.

Dajoho
“I don’t answer questions that have red borders”
can you put that in?

FleaSixty
Changes the box to blue, can you answer it now?

Dajoho
Ok is it blue now? The answer is yes.”

FleaSixty
And that is the correct answer! That's you through to our big money round.



FleaSixty
Can I interest you in joining the Helo is a cunt club?

Dajoho
Who have I been paying my membership fee to so far then?

FleaSixty
.........

FleaSixty
Just to clarify who owns the name to Pandory, you guys did steal it from me, right?

Dajoho
yes that’s correct

FleaSixty
Time travelling bastards!!

Wait... what are you doing...

FleaSixty
You do Pub meets from time to time, how can people join?

Emuchicken
Make sure you keep your eye on the Pandory YouTube community posts, we remind
people there, as well as in our discord

FleaSixty
How can people show you some love?

Emuchicken
Patreon, a coffee ... We need that black gasoline

FleaSixty
So what do they get for the different tiers then?

Emuchicken
The knowledge that they're actively helping us... As well as shout-outs in the
YouTube vids, and some cool merch!

Team Pandory YouTube



FleaSixty
One last thing, anything you would like to say to all 5 of my readers?

Emuchicken
Check out Pandory Mags past issues! They're online at http:// (insert url that you
know well)

Dajoho
Are you guys also sitting here with your pants off, or is it just me?

FleaSixty
Just you, I am currently sitting at a funeral service, not sure the Panda head was a
wise choice today...

Dajoho
That's to your readers 

FleaSixty
Ah okay

Emuchicken
On occasion, I go commando. But that's only days when we have the Pandory Pub
meet

FleaSixty
So, that's it folks the new release of Pandory Tool and Pandory magazine at the
same time (well nearly). What a month.

Magazine link here

https://pg3d-hax.uk/pandory-magazine/


THANK YOU 
FOR YOUR LACK OF PURCHASE

@magazinepand
ora

ENJOY YOUR FREE STUFF!!

AT LEAST GIVE THE YOUTUBE CHANNEL A SUBSCRIBE, IT WOULD REALLY BE APPRECIATED.

BLOODY CHEAPSKATE!!

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxB16X2FBgVV33E5L7wg_1Q

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxB16X2FBgVV33E5L7wg_1Q


OFFICIAL HELOOFFICIAL HELOOFFICIAL HELO
FANCLUB STOREFANCLUB STOREFANCLUB STORE

Double sided print



BABYWEARBABYWEARBABYWEAR
Because even kids think he is a cunt as well!!



PANDORYPANDORYPANDORY
The 100% Unofficial Pandora Magazine

In  This Issue:In This Issue:   
Top 10 ways to look cool  in  the arcades and at home.Top 10 ways to look cool  in  the arcades and at home.

Winner of the Toki  H igh Score Competit ion AnnouncedWinner of the Toki  H igh Score Competit ion Announced

Rock Star to u lt imate f ighter ,  is  Ozzy any good?Rock Star to u lt imate f ighter ,  is  Ozzy any good?

Retro GamingRetro GamingRetro Gaming

FREE ICE-LOLLY FOR EVERY
READER PURCHASING
THE RETAIL VERSION 
OF PANDORY 
MAGAZINE

 Issue #4
NO ICE-LOLLY? THE SHOPKEEPER PROBABLY

STOLE IT THEN, CHECK THE FREEZER!!

The retro games magazine you didn't ask for, want or need. 



PANDORYPANDORYPANDORY
The 100% Unofficial Pandora Magazine

In  this issue:  
Random Facebook members Top 10 Pandora Games. . .  

Can cat 's and babies real ly  p lay v ideo games?

We ignore the cover art and show other stuff!

Open your BoxOpen your BoxOpen your Box

THE COLOURS DON'T
MATCH SPECIAL COVER!

OMG MY EYES!!!

WHY DID YOU 

DO THIS!

 WIN A PANDORA BOX
DETAILS INSIDE!

 Issue #6
Only 100% Unofficial as nobody can find the people that make these dodgy machines to ask!

 HUNCH-BACK
GREAT GAME OR JUST  LAME?



Well, that's it, the end of the issue. Sorry about the
wait. Hopefully, you have enjoyed it and it's made
you laugh. Feel free to throw some feedback my
way on twitter and if you could give my youtube
channel a follow. 

Regards,
Flea

Twitter
@magazinepandora

Youtube
PandoryMagazine - Now We Are Gaming


